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Looking for resources for families, including activities for kids at home, educational curriculum, and resources on talking to kids about COVID-19? View our full resource database[1].

How to talk with children about COVID-19

Children may differ in how much they’ve heard about COVID-19 and how they think it may affect themselves or their family. They will also notice how much the situation is affecting their parents, even if they don’t worry about COVID-19 specifically. They may be feeling worried or distressed, which might manifest in them acting younger than their age or developing new behavioral issues. You may notice more clinginess, whining, nightmares, nail biting, or aggression, for example.

Parents can help by acknowledging their children’s emotions and providing comforting, supportive, and age-appropriate information. Support for parents’ own emotional needs is also key to helping children during these difficult times. Just like flight attendants tell parents to put on their own oxygen masks before putting on their child’s when there is an emergency, it is important for parents to care for themselves so they can be there for their children. Have conversations about uncertainty and fears privately between adults.

Here are some helpful articles on how to talk with children about COVID-19 and developmentally appropriate ideas for how to keep them feeling good during these unpredictable times:

- Zero to Thrive: HELPING YOUNG KIDS THROUGH THE CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) CRISIS
Helping children cope

What do we do now with shelter-in-place?

It is usually hard for children to be out of school and without a predictable routine. A general daily structure with school- and play-based activities so your child knows what to expect can be helpful. Flexibility is also important ? parents may not be able to maintain this schedule every day and that?s okay. You are just trying to do the best they can right now! In general, we encourage parents to give themselves grace during this difficult time.

One of the best ways to reduce children?s fear is to provide as much routine as possible, to minimize their exposure to media news about the virus, and to carve out time to connect and bond with them. This, in addition to managing your own stress and caring for yourself, will provide a supportive environment that will help bring them calm. It?s so easy to keep our phones out and our TV on, waiting for the newest news. But putting our phones away enables you to slow down, connect through play or conversation, and give children the extra attention they crave right now.

If you are looking for activities for the whole family during the shelter in place, view our local resource document [12].
Essential tips from our faculty

1. **Routine, routine, routine.** COVID-19 may have caused school and child-care closures and other disruptions. Creating a new routine at home can be reassuring and help children know what to expect in the midst of a lot of uncertainty.

2. **Validate feelings.** Some children (and adults) may have big feelings about COVID-19. Take time to talk to children about their feelings, and acknowledge the feelings that you are hearing.

3. **Sometimes I don’t know is okay.** Be honest and open with children, rather than avoiding their questions. And sometimes that may mean saying I don’t know.

4. **Limit exposure to media.** Exposure to TV or social media updates on COVID-19 may increase stress and anxiety, especially if the information is not meant for children.

5. **Don’t forget about exercise.** Regular exercise can help lower stress and anxiety. Consider outdoor exercise (at a safe distance) or at home workouts.

6. **Help others.** Letting children know that activities like 20-second handwashing or coughing into a tissue helps prevent germs from spreading and is a way to help others during this difficult time.

7. **Social distancing does not mean social isolation.** That’s why we call it physical distancing. It’s important to find ways to check in with friends and family regularly, whether that means calling or video-chatting. Seeing faces is better than just talking on the phone.

8. **Put on your own oxygen mask first.** Be sure to take care of yourself so that you can continue taking care of others. Children are watching how caregivers respond, so modeling self-care, especially in tough times, is important. Emotions are contagious.

Meals and other resources

- Contact your local school district to find out information about what resources for meeting essential needs are available near you. For example, in San Francisco, there are emergency resources [13] (including child care [14]) for children, youth, and families during SFUSD’s school closures.
- Also in San Francisco, families can get free breakfast, lunch, and dinner [15] during school closures.

Resources to help young children manage fear

- ?Once I Was Very Very Scared? [16] is Chandra Ghosh Ippen’s book for parents to support children with feelings of fear. (You can also access other languages from this page.)
  - There is also an accompanying free webinar for children called "When We Are Scared" available in English [17] and Spanish [18].

Resources for adolescents of color

- The AAKOMA Project [19] offers outreach for depression, anxiety, mental health issues in
adolescents.
- Working with Latinx Children/Youth and Families [20] is a database that includes workbooks, resources, and stories to support mental health in Latinx communities.
- Adaptation Guidelines for Serving Latino Children and Families with Trauma [21]
- Family Forever: An Activity Book for Latino Children Dealing with Deportation of a Parent or Caregiver [22]
- Select Resources for Traumatic Separation and Refugee and Immigrant Trauma [23]
- Latinx Therapy [24] is a digital platform in the form of a podcast about mental well-being and destigmatization in the Latinx community.
- Therapy for Latinx [25] leverages technology to serve as a national mental health resource for the Latinx community by working with licensed therapists across the country.
- Hispanic and Latino Children and Youth Mental Health Considerations During a Pandemic [26] from the National Hispanic and Latino Mental Health Technology Transfer Center Network
- The League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) launched a website [27] to help the Latinx community access critical COVID-19 information and resources.

Full resource sheets from other organizations
- National Child Traumatic Stress Network [28] (in English, Spanish, and Chinese)
- SAMHSA: Taking Care of Your Behavioral Health - Physical Distancing, Isolation, and Quarantine [31]
- Asian Americans for Civil Rights and Equality COVID-19 Resources [32]

Helping families cope
- Center for the Study of Traumatic Stress: Helping Homebound Children During the COVID-19 Outbreak [34]
- “Where Did Everyone Go?” [35] by Iain S. Thomas is a free book written for children to better understand why we are physically distancing.

Identifying ?fake news? and COVID-19 resources for kids
- KQED: Misinformation, Data Literacy and the Novel Coronavirus [36]

Coping with grief
- "Rosie Remembers Mommy: Forever in Her Heart" is a moving video for children on coping with loss of a parent from illness: English video [37] | English PDF [38] | Spanish video [39] | Spanish PDF [40]
Resources for children with special needs

Bay Area school closures mean a loss of resources for children with special needs. Many resources can be found through Support For Families [41]. Their phone number at (415) 282-7494. You can also email them at info@supportforfamilies.org [42] and referral@supportforfamilies.org [43].

Student and families of deaf and hard of hearing programs

- American Sign Language (ASL and Vocabulary Practice and Development) Sign School [44]
- Checking hearing/audiology equipment:
  - Ling Six Sound Test [45]
  - Why do we need the Ling Six Sound Test? [46]
  - Ling Six Sound Check [47]
- Center For Disease (CDC) Parents? Guide to Hearing Loss [48]

Learners using augmented alternative communication (AAC) devices

- Guidance for use of AAC devices in the home [49] for families and students with limited language and/or comprehension ability
- Tips for parents of learners who use AAC devices [50]
- AAC for caregivers [51]

Resources for students with speech and language needs

- Circle-Time [52]: Live, interactive “Mommy and Me?” classes that are convenient and engaging for parents and fun and educational for children. Every group session is led by a certified subject-matter expert. The hands-on sessions are evidence-based and promote healthy play activities that continue beyond the class.
- Articulation and Phonology [53]: Online articulation games for elementary and middle school levels
- Online language and articulation game [54] for elementary and middle school levels
- Vocabulary Spelling City [55]: Free access with code VSCFree90 during registration
- Duolingo ABC [56]: Free early literacy app offering a fun, hands-on way for your child to learn to read

Resources for learners with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)

- Resource for COVID-19 for ASD [57]
- Challenging behavior toolkit and videos [58]
- Support for siblings of students with autism [59]
- Understanding what a social story is and how to use them [60]
Positive behavioral intervention support (social stories) [61]
The Autism Tool Kit [62] contains resources to help children, teens, and adults with autism interact successfully at home, in school, and in the workplace. It includes:
  ○ Downloadable PDFs and helpful links for parents and families [62]
  ○ A list of communication apps, organization apps, and educational apps for individuals with autism and other special needs [63]
How to Write Your Own Social Stories [64]: Social stories are easy to create once you understand how they work. This site tells you how to write your own social stories.
Speech Therapy Tips and Activities for Children With ASD [65]

Early intervention: Ages birth to three years

Have favorite stories read to you/your child [66] by movie stars
ABCya! [67]: Practice math and reading skills
Seussville [68]: Read and play games with Dr. Seuss and his friends
PBS Kids [69]: Hang out with favorite characters while learning
Toddlers with Autism [70]

Early Childhood Preschool: Ages 2.5 years through 5 years old

Toddlers with Autism [70]
Switcheroozoo [71]: Watch, listen, and play games to learn all about amazing animals. Promotes language and vocabulary development
PBS Kids [69]: Vocabulary & language development:
Storyline Online [66]
Growing Book by Book [72]: Read aloud, storytime, sing-along, and more
ABC Mouse [73]: Use code SCHOOL2568
Squiggles Park [74]: Reading skill building for ages 3 and up
Scholastic [75]: Day-by-day projects to keep kids reading, thinking, and growing
YouTube Early Childhood Preschool Outcomes [76]
Podcasts for Kids [77]: Full list of podcasts you can play on your Google Home or other Google Assistant devices
Easy Baking Recipes [78]: A list of family-friendly recipes you can do with the kids.

Social emotional learning (SEL) links for exceptional learners

25 fun mindfulness activities for children and teens [79]
10 ways to teach mindfulness to kids [80]
Positive behavior support resource [61]

Food insecurity

Save the Children [81]
Free breakfasts and lunches in San Francisco [82] and Oakland [83]

Expensify [84] is going to temporarily redirect all of its charitable funds to expensify.org/hunger. With its ability to reimburse people directly in real-time, Expensify.org is uniquely positioned to help families in need immediately. Previously, this fund was focused on paying off kids' "lunch debts," [85] but with schools closed around the nation, that isn't the top priority right now. Instead, everything is devoted to a new program: matching SNAP grocery purchases up to $50 per family. Step-by-step instructions [86] are available on the Expensify website.

Living well: Family harmony while under "shelter in place" at home

This expertise is provided by Sharon Epel, LMFT.

If you spend a few minutes on many social media feeds, you might feel that you're supposed to be excited about these "shelter in place" quarantine days and that you should be doing picture-perfect family activities, baking, organizing, playing games, dusting off puzzles, smiles all around. Limit your social media if it's not helpful! Then remind yourself that, as always, social media provides only manufactured glimpses into others' lives and not the whole story. At the same time, be open to any positives you can find. There will be ups and downs (as you already know), but you may be surprised at some benefits of all this togetherness.

Staying home will magnify family dynamics. Children will more easily become dysregulated or anxious. This can be especially challenging when you're living with a teen or young adult who is struggling with depression, anxiety, ADHD, or emotion regulation issues (see our special section on this). Here are a few ideas that may help you and your family get through some long days of togetherness under one roof as you engage in physical distancing from much of the rest of the world.

General tips for maintaining emotional well-being in the home

This is a time to draw on your wisdom and experience about your own emotional needs, your child's needs, and about parenting. You know the early signs when things are not going well. Think about what has worked before and trust your own expertise and resilience. None of us have ever dealt with a pandemic before, but you have dealt with your child's moods and periodic outbursts. You've already had long weekends, bad weather days, and periods of illness when you've spent lots of time together. What did you enjoy? What did you do to cope when things were difficult? What worked? What didn't?
**Use your own past experience and rituals.** You know your family and yourself best. What family, regional or cultural traditions did you find helpful at times of tremendous worry, stress or pain? Think of one or two difficult times when you were a young child, student, or younger adult, and spend a moment trying to remember what you and those around you did that was helpful. How can you recreate or adapt it for today?

**Empathize with your kids.** This is hard for them, too. They miss their friends, teachers, routines, sports, and all the other elements of normal life?just like you do!

**Carve out quiet for yourself.** If there is more than one adult in the house, agree to give each other regular time off for walks, showers, and chill time. Even ten minutes of sanctioned time for yourself can help your mood. If you’re on your own, give yourself permission to let your child have more screen time, or sleep later, if that buys you a little time for yourself.

**Make a schedule but be flexible.** With school out or online only and group activities cancelled, it is tempting to let everyone sleep in and stay in pajamas. But this can produce escalating distress and restlessness as the day goes on. Enlist your kids in making a simple schedule for the day, which ideally includes some heads-down time working on schoolwork or other projects, some household projects, some attempts at fresh air, and some entertainment. Collaborate on the schedule with everyone at home, so that the kids have buy-in, feel listened to, and can share their own ideas. That said, be flexible and know that in these trying times, we can’t always stick to the planned schedule. Cut yourself, your partner, and your kids slack, when things don’t go as planned.

**Remember to listen.** Do just that. We’re all facing cabin-fever as well as fear of the unknown, disappointment, and frustration. Take time to check in with your kids without giving instructions?be curious about their experience, and empathic. In fact, your empathy and curiosity might de-escalate an argument!

**Don’t talk about the news all the time.** For everyone’s well-being, try to limit how much you talk about COVID-19, and limit your own exposure to the constant news barrage. You can be informed enough, by checking the news a few times a day, not constantly.

**Lighten up on your own agenda.** The pressure is off in some ways. You might just have to let some things go to avoid a power struggle. Try to get clear each day on what really matters. It might change each day, which is okay. This is a good time for flexibility, self-compassion, and adding something fun together. Consider making new goals, like to get through this period well enough, to grow psychologically in our distress tolerance and flexibility.

**Reframe this time together and add fun activities.** Try to notice and share some of the positive parts about being home together?we all feel better when we start noticing the good. Look for lighter entertainment?check out stand-up comedy specials or feel-good movies on Netflix, Hulu, or Amazon Prime Video. Find reasons to laugh together. Share videos, like these happy bears [87] that will bring much needed smiles.

**Turn up the compassion.** This is such a hard, unprecedented situation! Every one of us will probably feel unhappy, lonely, stressed, or scared at some point (or even many points) during
this time. Be kind to yourself and your family.

For families with mental health challenges

IF YOUR CHILD IS EXPERIENCING A LIFE-THREATENING MENTAL HEALTH EMERGENCY, PLEASE CALL 911 OR GO TO THE NEAREST EMERGENCY ROOM.

- If access to emergency rooms connected to medical hospitals becomes limited, contact the crisis hotline for your local county mental health department. This information should be readily available online or in your local phone book. Search for ?XX County Department of Mental Health.?
- You may also call one of the 24/7 emergency hotline numbers below:
  - National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: (800) 273-TALK
  - Crisis Text Line: Text START to 741-741
- View Parenting Resources for Suicide Prevention in Teens During COVID-19 [88] from Stanford University's Michele Berk, PhD.

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

This expertise is provided by Jennifer Ly, PhD, and Lauren Haack, PhD.

Children with inattention and disruptive behavior often struggle in the areas of home routines, academic work, and relationships with family and peers. There are many resources available for supporting children with ADHD in these areas which may be helpful for families to apply during the current shelter-in-place. Some overarching strategies include:

1. Setting clear, manageable expectations for what you expect of your child each day regarding school work and home routines (e.g., chores and self-care)
2. Providing frequent and specific praise for behaviors you’d like to see more of (e.g., independence/on-task behavior, kind words with others, maintaining a safe body)
3. Establishing rewards or privileges for routines and challenging tasks
4. Providing multiple opportunities for breaks and physical activity.

There are new recommendations for homeschooling their child with ADHD during this time. Children with ADHD respond well when:

1. Academic tasks are broken down into manageable steps
2. They are provided with breaks between activities
3. Material is connected creatively to something they are interested in (e.g., math problems about outer space)
4. They are provided with scaffolding from parents as needed.

Some children may need more support with getting started or staying on task than others. You
might try using a timer for both easy and the harder tasks. When possible, provide hands-on opportunities for learning. Reach out to your child’s teacher or school if you are struggling to manage homeschooling your child. We realize that this is a challenging time for many families so it’s important to be mindful that parents and children are adjusting to new routines. It may be helpful to adjust your expectations for what can be accomplished as we all adjust during this transition time.

- Tips for homeschooling children with ADHD during this “shelter in place” period [89]
- Managing schooling during the COVID period [90] (One-hour webinar by Ann Dolin, MEd)
- Grief Interventions for Children With ADHD [91] is a resource that describes the different ways in which children with ADHD can experience loss, and how parents, teachers, and counselors can tailor interventions to the child's specific needs.

**Autism spectrum disorders**

_This expertise is provided by Whitney Ence, PhD._

As described above, all children and young adults, neurotypical or not, require support from caregivers during times of stress, coping with the unknown, and changes in routine. Not an easy formula for those of us who already struggle with rigidity! Individuals with autism and other neurodevelopmental challenges may need additional support to understand the news and adapt the changes. There may be additional challenges related to comprehension, communication, insistence on sameness, and likelihood of anxiety and depression.

It is important during this time to follow this site’s general recommendations for families, about how to create safety and routine during these times. In addition, you can also help them understand COVID-19, offer opportunities for expression, prioritize coping and calming, maintain routines when possible, and see this as an opportunity to build new routines, foster connections (from a distance). While therapies are on hold, parents may want to check out the OT Toolbox [92], which has free tools, activities, and resources for occupational, speech, and physical therapy at home.

Here are resources for more specific ways to do this:

- A comprehensive guide for supporting individuals with ASD, including hand washing, distancing, and coping through uncertain times [93] by our colleagues at the University of North Carolina
- Resources for families of children with ASD and educators on COVID-19 coping [94]
- Visual tools to help with hand washing, social distancing, and other COVID-19-related topics [95]

**Emotion regulation issues**
When family members have heated conflicts and emotion-regulation issues, it is critical to use skills to quickly de-escalate. We are all in a highly stressful situation that requires adaptability and crisis survival skills. Dialectical behavioral therapy (DBT) offers such skills for adults and children. It is particularly for borderline personality features, but it offers helpful skills for everyone.

The current epidemic often makes us both scared and angry, with thoughts such as ?It shouldn?t be this way.? These intense emotions can block our ability to accept our current reality and adapt. Radical acceptance may help us. To accept the situation doesn?t mean we approve of it, we don?t. It may help to remind us we cannot change certain situations right now. Allow feelings of sadness and grief, and breathe into them. Life is still worth living even when we are in pain.

![Surfing Wave](image)

**Surf the wave!** To help us tolerate intense emotions, there are many ways to "surf the wave" of emotion until it passes. Strong emotions and urges have a beginning, middle and end. They don?t last long, and we can do things to help them end even sooner. Think of a surfer on a wave, what tips will you use to surf the wave and get to the calm sooner?

The full DBT program includes core life skills for good emotional intelligence, distress tolerance, communication, and emotion regulation. We focus on 3 crisis skills, summarized by the images below, that can help us tolerate the stress and emotional discomfort of the current situation. An accompanying video [96] leads us through each one.

**ACCEPTS:** This set of tips lets us distract ourselves from the spiral of negative emotions so we can return to our wise mind. The video describes these steps. The distraction from intensity can be as simple as comparing yourself to those less fortunate, watching a funny video, petting your cat, or changing your body state which changes your mind (like chewing in ice, taking a hot or cold shower, doing push-ups).
**IMPROVE the moment**: Try one of these skills to get a break from intense negative emotion. Imagine relaxing scenes -- visualization is powerful. Finding meaning in the situation that is stressing you out can help. Use any prayer you find comforting. Focus all your attention on one small thing in the moment. Focusing on the body, on breathing or other sensations (tasting, smelling, listening), creates some space for strong emotion to dissipate. Progressive muscle relaxation or a body scan can help. Take a mini-vacation in the moment--change up your surroundings by going outside or to a different room. Say encouraging things to yourself like ?I?m doing the best I can. This won?t last forever.?
PLEASE: Keeping mind-body balance by healthy lifestyle, is very helpful in hard times, as we reviewed in the General Coping section above.

Bipolar disorder, serious depression or anxiety, schizophrenia, and related disorders

This expertise is provided by Descartes Li, MD.
Try to continue your current mental health care services through telehealth if possible. See the general tips for coping and keeping structure at home. Some additional considerations include:

1. **Medication management**
   1. Ask your provider about a 90-day supply of medication instead of 30 days (except for controlled substances).
   2. Contact your provider now to develop a plan if you receive injectable medication and/or regular labs for monitoring. If taking injectables, ask your provider to order a back-up supply of dose equivalent pills in case you can't leave your household.
   3. If you are taking a controlled substance, remind your provider of the exact date a new monthly supply is due.
   4. If you are taking clozapine, ask your provider to write an "as needed for insomnia" prescription of 50-100mg each evening that can serve as a back-up supply if you can't get a blood test on time.
   5. If for any reason you anticipate running out of a medication, start reducing the dose by 10% every day instead of taking the full dose right up until the day you will run out; this will help minimize withdrawal reactions (but probably won't eliminate them).

2. **Give extra space.** People with mental-health disorders may feel overstimulated more easily. With many family members now home together, this can be a challenge. Try to give each other a little extra space when needed. If family members aren’t sure what a loved one needs, it’s important to just ask.

3. **Consistent schedule.** Keeping a regular schedule can be challenging for individuals with mental-health disorders, especially without the external structure of school, work, or treatment activities. Try to create a consistent schedule at home, including getting outside for fresh air daily. But don’t be too rigid and allow flexibility if people need more sleep than usual to cope with increased stress levels.

4. **Stay connected socially** in whatever way feels good. Self-quarantine and isolation may increase tendencies to withdraw socially. Try to stay connected to the supportive people in your life through texting or Skyping or via the internet, even if you can’t see them in person.

If you have a relapse prevention plan in place, use it to keep an eye-out for early warning signs and symptoms. If you don’t have a plan yet, consider creating one and sharing it with loved ones and providers so everyone is on the same page. Here are three resources:

- HeretoHelp: Preventing Relapse [97]
- National Alliance on Mental Illness: Updates on the Coronavirus [98]
- Mental Health America: Mental Health and COVID-19 Information and Resources [99]

---

**Learning resources and home schooling support**
This section lists resources for parents on cultural resources, home schooling for children with special needs, learning issues, autism spectrum, and resources for food insecurity and school lunches.

**Cultural resources for learning and coping for families**

Museos para visitar estando en casa: Tour virtual y colecciones online.

1. Pinacoteca di Brera - Milano [100]
2. Galleria degli Uffizi - Firenze [101]
3. Musei Vaticani - Roma [102]
4. Museo Archeologico - Atene [103]
5. Prado - Madrid [104]
6. Louvre - Parigi [105]
7. British Museum - Londra [106]
8. Metropolitan Museum - New York [107]
10. Inicio Biblioteca Digital Mundial [109]

**Dealing with home schooling and special needs**

- SFUSD social-emotional learning resources [110]
- Educational resources for learning from home [111]: A massive trove of educational resources for kids that is updated every hour.
- Institute of Education Sciences-funded researchers [112]: Activities for students with or at risk for disabilities, including resources for teaching math and resources for early readers:
  - Evidence-based math for resource educators [113]
  - Pirate Math Equation Quest [114]
  - Friends on the Block literacy curriculum [115]
  - Learning games and technologies [116]: Appropriate across different age spans and across a wide range of educational topics such as for early learning, STEM, reading, and social studies. These technologies?many of which IES has funded?are available for free through the end of the school year.

**How to survive while maintaining distance: Activities during the Bay Area shelter in place**
What is physical distancing? Current CDC guidelines state that you must:

1. Stay at home unless you must leave for an essential activity (e.g. emergency care, purchase essential supplies and food) and do not use public transportation unless necessary.
2. Stay at home as much as possible. Avoid any close contact with individuals outside of your home.
3. Maintain a six-foot distance from others, particularly from anyone who is sneezing or coughing.
4. Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds especially after you have been in a public place, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing. Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands. If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until they feel dry.
5. Cover your mouth and nose with a cloth face cover when around others. Everyone should wear a cloth face cover when they have to go out in public, for example to the grocery store or to pick up other necessities. Do NOT use a face mask meant for a health care worker.
6. Cover any coughs and sneezes with a tissue or the inside of your elbow. Immediately wash your hands afterwards.
7. Clean AND disinfect frequently touched surfaces daily. This includes tables, doorknobs, light switches, countertops, handles, desks, phones, keyboards, toilets, faucets, and sinks.

Activities you can still do while physical distancing:

- Due to the high volume of visitors looking for relief in the various parks in the Bay Area, many locations have made the decision to close in order to help enforce physical distancing policies.
  - If possible, take walks and enjoy nature in your immediate neighborhood.
  - A regularly updated list of Bay Area park closures is available online.
- In light of cinemas across the country being shut down as part of coronavirus-mitigation measures, some major movie studios are moving the titles that were headed for first-run theatrical releases to streaming services earlier than planned.
- With many events and activities cancelled, the Child Mind Institute has shared different activities and opportunities for children to benefit from boredom. Online Summer Camps: Completely free virtual summer camps on activities such as coding, robotics, mathematics, art, reading, and writing.
- Additional activities you can do with your family indoors: A comprehensive database to connect you with mental health resources and organized COVID-19 response
Staying well during pregnancy

This expertise is provided by Jennifer Felder, PhD.

Even in the best circumstances, pregnancy can be a time of great uncertainty and heightened stress. We want to help support you during these unsettling times as we face COVID-19. Here are some tips:

**Check in**

Take a mindful moment to check in with yourself. Ask yourself: *What emotions am I experiencing? What thoughts are going through my mind? What body sensations are there? How intense is my distress right now? Is my distress making it hard to take care of my basic needs?*

For lower levels of distress, proactively participate in the stress-reducing tips below in order to prevent full-blown depression or anxiety. For more severe distress, now might be a good time to seek help.

**Take a break**

We are facing a relentless onslaught of frightening information. If you find yourself getting caught in a loop of checking the news, Twitter, Facebook, etc., consider the following questions: *How does this affect my mood and anxiety? Does it galvanize me to act in helpful ways, or leave me feeling distressed and helpless?*

Experiment with taking a break from social media and the news, and see how this affects your mood and behavior. If you’re afraid of missing something important, delegate a friend or family member to notify you of any urgent updates.

**Try meditation or a mind-body activity**

Research shows that an 8-week mindfulness-based cognitive therapy program is effective for
preventing depression during pregnancy and the postpartum period. Although it’s unlikely that you’re able to embark upon an intensive 8-week program now, making time for even a brief daily mindfulness practice may help. The Headspace app [1] is now free for health care providers and the Calm app [2] has a page with free meditations. A loving-kindness meditation [3] may feel particularly needed during these times. Prenatal yoga videos [4] are available for free online.

Get physical activity

Physical activity can be an effective antidepressant. At the same time, pregnancy can leave you feeling sluggish and a full exercise class may feel impossible (especially if you have other young children at home). See if you can carve out even a brief amount of time for exercise (e.g., 10-minute walks outside). Some exercise apps are now making their programs freely available. For example, Peloton [5] is now free for 30 days, has brief work-outs requiring little to no equipment, and has prenatal and postnatal yoga classes. (More links available in the "Maintaining Physical Activity" section [6].)

Socialize

Social support is particularly important during pregnancy, so do what you can to safely connect with your friends and family (e.g., Facetime, Zoom, Netflix Party app [7]).

Prioritize sleep

High-quality sleep can be elusive when you are pregnant, and even more so during times of high stress. Sleep disturbances can trigger and worsen depression, stress, and anxiety. But, take heart? research shows [8] that cognitive behavior therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) improves insomnia, depression, and anxiety in pregnant women. Insomnia is defined as difficulty falling or staying asleep, or waking earlier than intended three days per week or more and experiencing significant distress or impairment. If you are experiencing symptoms of insomnia, check out these resources:

- UCSF is now offering a digital CBT-I intervention, Sleepio [9], to all employees.
- Jennifer Felder, PhD, at the UCSF Neuro/Psych Sleep Clinic specializes in treating insomnia during pregnancy and is offering telehealth visits. Call (415) 353-2273 for more information.
- Rachel Manber, PhD, at the Stanford Sleep Health and Insomnia Program also specializes in treating insomnia during pregnancy. Call (650) 498-9111, option 2, for more information.
- Additional resources are available in the "Maintaining Good Sleep" section [12].

If you are experiencing disturbed sleep that doesn’t meet the threshold for insomnia, double-down on implementing good sleep hygiene [13]. If worries are keeping you up at night, try a constructive worry practice [14].
Keep a schedule

Maintaining a regular schedule (including consistent bedtimes and wake times) that includes activities that feel nourishing, pleasant, or that bring even a small sense of accomplishment can be an antidepressant.

Seek help

If you are experiencing a high level of distress or you are finding it hard to take care of your basic needs, please know that you are not alone and help is available.

- For pregnancy-specific resources, visit Postpartum Support International [139]. They have a help line [140], directory of providers [141] who specialize in prenatal mental health, phone chats [142] with a perinatal mental health expert, and online support meetings [143].
- Additional resources are available on the "Seeking Help" page [144].

Consult reputable sources

It probably goes without saying, but contact your prenatal care provider with any questions or concerns you have about COVID-19. The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists created an overview [145] that is helpful and easy to understand. If you want to do a deep dive on the emerging literature, a UCLA maternal-fetal-medicine doctor Christina Han, MD, has created a Dropbox folder [146] with the latest updates on the effect of COVID-19 during pregnancy.

Use kindness and compassion

Above all, treat yourself with kindness and gentleness during this time. It is OK to feel grief that this is not what you hoped or expected for your pregnancy. It might help to change your expectations for yourself - your house might be messier, your kids might have more screen time, and you will be less productive (if working from home). Identify the must-dos and prioritize those (e.g., getting adequate sleep, good nutrition, and some physical exercise).

We wish you and your baby health and peace during these trying times.